
GREENHOUSE EFFECT & GLOBAL WARMING
- The internet as the primary source of information

- The internet as a resource

- Use “reputable” web sites

Government agencies: EPA, NASA, DOE, etc

Academic Institutions

Museums

Commercial: companies, science magazines, etc.



Greenhouse Effect

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/climate/index.html

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/greeneffect.html

http://www.al.noaa.gov/WWWHD/pubdocs/Greenhouse.html



Life on Earth would be very different without the 
Greenhouse Effect. The Greenhouse Effect serves to keep 
the long term annual average temperature of the Earth 
approximately 32°C higher than the Earth's temperature 
would be without the Greenhouse Effect.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/what.html



Many chemical compounds found in the Earth’s atmosphere 
act as “greenhouse gases.” These gases allow sunlight, which 
is radiated in the visible and ultraviolet spectra, to enter the
atmosphere unimpeded. When it strikes the Earth’s surface, 
some of the sunlight is reflected as infrared radiation (heat). 
Greenhouse gases tend to absorb this infrared radiation as it is
reflected back towards space, trapping the heat in the 
atmosphere.

Greenhouse Gases

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/index.html

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/1605/ggccebro/chapter1.html



Spectroscopy and Greenhouse gases

Intro to IR spectroscopy 
http://www.chem.ucla.edu/~webspectra/irintro.html

Infrared Spectroscopy and Greenhouse Gases

http://science.widener.edu/svb/ftir/intro_ir.html



http://www.sprl.umich.edu/GCL/globalchange1/fall2000/lectures/energy_balan
ce/energy_balance.html

Comparison of the emission of radiation from the 
Sun and by the Earth’s Surface



Radiative Equilibrium Temperature of the Earth - is the 
temperature that the Earth would have with no atmosphere, 
when infrared emission exactly balances the radiation received 
by the Sun. 

If we assume that some of it (say 83%, like modern day Mars) 
is reflected, the temperature is 260oK. This is about 40o colder 
than the temperature today.

But, our actual temperature today is ~300°K. The atmosphere 
is responsible for increasing the actual temperature above the
radiative equilibrium temperature. This increase is the so-called 
Greenhouse Effect.

http://www.sprl.umich.edu/GCL/globalchange1/fall2000/lectures/energy_balan
ce/energy_balance.html

Model for calculating the temperature of the Early Earth



IR Spectra of Gas Phase Molecules

http://webbook.nist.gov/

http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/

Focus on IR absorptions 
between ~ 5 and 20 µ

or ~ 2000 and 500 cm-1



Examples of Greenhouse Gases

Name Source

CO2

CH4

N2O

SF6

HFC’s, PFC’s

“New Greenhouse Gas Identified, Potent and Rare (but            
Expanding)” - NY Times, July 2000

http://www.nytimes.com/library/national/science/072800sci-environ-climate.html

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/co2.html

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/methane.html

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/n2o.html

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/xfcs-sf6.html

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/xfcs-sf6.html



Comparing Greenhouse Gases

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/gwp.html

Gases in the atmosphere can contribute to the greenhouse 
effect both directly and indirectly. Direct effects occur when the 
gas itself is a greenhouse gas. Indirect radiative forcing occurs 
when chemical transformations of the original gas produce a gas 
or gases that are greenhouse gases, when a gas influences the 
atmospheric lifetimes of other gases, and/or when a gas affects 
other atmospheric processes that alter the radiative balance of 
the earth (e.g., affect cloud formation or albedo). The concept of 
a Global Warming Potential (GWP) has been developed to 
compare the ability of each greenhouse gas to trap heat in the 
atmosphere relative to another gas. Carbon dioxide (CO2) was 
chosen as the reference gas to be consistent with IPCC 
guidelines.



The GWP of a greenhouse gas is the ratio of global warming, 
or radiative forcing – both direct and indirect – from one unit 
mass of a greenhouse gas to that of one unit mass of carbon 
dioxide over a period of time.

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/national/gwp.html



Once, all climate changes occurred naturally. However, 
during the Industrial Revolution, we began altering our 
climate and environment through changing agricultural and 
industrial practices. Before the Industrial Revolution, human 
activity released very few gases into the atmosphere, but 
now through population growth, fossil fuel burning, and 
deforestation, we are affecting the mixture of gases in the 
atmosphere.

The Problem

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/emissions/index.html



It is reasonable to expect that the Earth should warm as 
concentrations of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere increase 
above natural levels, much like what happens when the windows 
of a greenhouse are closed on a warm, sunny day. This 
additional warming is commonly referred to as Greenhouse 
Warming.

Greenhouse Warming is global warming due to increases in 
atmospheric greenhouse gases (e.g., carbon dioxide, methane,
chlorofluorocarbons, etc.), whereas Global Warming refers only 
to the observation that the Earth is warming, without any 
indication of what might be causing the warming.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/what.html



Global Warming is accepted as fact by most of the scientific 
community. 

However, Greenhouse Warming is more controversial because 
it implies that we know what is causing the Earth to warm. 

Although it is known for certain that atmospheric concentrations 
of these greenhouse gases are rising dramatically due to 
human activity, it is less well known exactly how increases in 
these greenhouse gases factor in the observed changes of the 
Earth's climate and global temperatures.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/what.html



http://www.giss.nasa.gov./research/observe/surftemp/

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/climate/index.html

Global Warming

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming



“The Common Sense Climate Index (Hansen et al. 1998) is a 
simple measure of the degree (if any) to which practical climate
change is occurring. The index is a composite of several everyday 
climate indicators. It is expected to have positive values when 
warming occurs and negative values for cooling. If the Index 
reaches and consistently maintains a value of 1 or more, the 
climate change should be noticeable to most people who have 
lived at that location for a few decades.”

Goddard Institute 
for Space Studies 
(GISS)

http://www.giss.nasa.gov./data/update/csci/



How do we know that temperatures are rising?

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/primer_paleo.html

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/primer_proxy.html

Paleoclimatology is the study of past climate. The word is 
derived from the Greek root "paleo-," which means "ancient," 
and the term "climate." Paleoclimate is climate that existed 
before humans began collecting instrumental measurements 
of weather (e.g., temperature from a thermometer, 
precipitation from a rain gauge, sea level pressure from a 
barometer, wind speed and direction from an anemometer). 
Instead of instrumental measurements of weather and climate,
paleoclimatologists use natural environmental (or "proxy") 
records to infer past climate conditions.



http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/paleolast.html

Although each of the temperature
reconstructions are different (due 
to differing calibration methods 
and data used), they all show 
some similar patterns of 
temperature change over the last 
several centuries. Most striking is 
the fact that each record reveals 
that the 20th century is the 
warmest of the entire record, and 
that warming was most dramatic 
after 1920.



The latest peer-reviewed paleoclimatic studies appear to confirm 
that the global warmth of the 20th century may not necessarily 
be the warmest time in Earth's history, what is unique is that the 
warmth is global and cannot be explained by natural forcing 
mechanisms.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/paleolast.html



Several periods of warmth have been hypothesized to have 
occurred in the past. However, upon close examination of 
these warm periods, it becomes apparent that these periods of 
warmth are not similar to 20th century warming for two specific 
reasons: 

1.The periods of hypothesized past warming do not appear to 
be global in extent, or
2.The periods of warmth can be explained by known natural 
climatic forcing conditions that are uniquely different than 
those of the last 100 years.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/paleobefore.html



When one reviews all the data, both from thermometers and       
paleotemperature proxies, it becomes clear that the Earth has 
warmed significantly over the last 140 years; Global Warming 
is a reality.

Few people contest the idea that some of the recent climate 
changes are likely due to natural processes, such as volcanic 
eruptions, changes in solar luminosity, and variations 
generated by natural interactions between parts of the climate 
system (for example, oceans and the atmosphere). There 
were significant climate changes before humans were around 
and there will be non-human causes of climate change in the 
future.
Just the same, with each year, more and more climate 
scientists are coming to the conclusion that human activity is 
also causing the climate of the Earth to change.

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/end.html



How much warming has occurred due to anthropogenic
increases in atmospheric trace-gas levels?
How much warming will occur in the future?                      
How fast will this warming take place?
What other kinds of climatic change will be associated with 
future warming?

http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/paleo/globalwarming/end.html



Projected Consequences

Climate researchers say there are a great number of 
uncertainties and offer varying models to represent differing 
conditions.

http://news6.thdo.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/special_report/1997/sci/tech/gl
obal_warming/newsid_33000/33557.stm



Carbon is being dumped into the 
atmosphere at an alarming rate. The 
graph shows a rapid climb during the last 
40 years. 
(Source: Intergovernmental Panel on 
Climate Change 1995 (via BBC site))

http://news6.thdo.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/special_report/19
97/sci/tech/global_warming/newsid_33000/33557.stm

Changes in global temperature recorded 
since 1860.

Data from UK's Hadley Centre for Climate 
Prediction and Research (via the BBC site)



Projection of worldwide average 
temperature due to greenhouse gases.

Data from UK's Hadley Centre for Climate 
Prediction and Research (via the BBC site)

http://news6.thdo.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/special_report/19
97/sci/tech/global_warming/newsid_33000/33557.stm

The average global sea level could 
rise in the fashion shown because of 
increases in greenhouse gas 
emissions.

Data from UK's Hadley Centre for Climate 
Prediction and Research (via the BBC site)



What can be done to reduce emissions of greenhouse gases?

1) Carbon Sequestration

http://www.fe.doe.gov/coal_power/sequestration/reports/rd/index.shtml

Ocean

Forestry

Chemical

Biological

“Good-bye to a Greenhouse Gas - Dumping carbon dioxide 
underground or in the oceans could slow global warming”

http://www.sciencenews.org/sn_arc99/6_19_99/bob1.htm



On Carbon Sequestration by Forests

Research at Biosphere 2 Center suggests:

“current research has explored the large leaf analogy between 
biome and leaf level gas exchange to show that the sink 
capacity of the rainforest (its ability to mitigate rising CO2
concentrations) will saturate at CO2 concentrations expected 
mid 21st Century.”

http://www.bio2.columbia.edu/Research/rainforest.htm



Energy Resources Center, Columbia University

Carbon Management: 
If concerns over greenhouse gas emissions were translated into 
actions to stabilize atmospheric carbon dioxide levels, worldwide 
carbon emissions would have to cease in short order. Eliminating
fossil fuels, which currently provide 85% of all energy supplies, 
would likely precipitate a major energy crisis. In order to maintain 
the fossil fuel option carbon dioxide must be captured either at its 
source or directly from the air, and the captured carbon dioxide
must be disposed of safely and permanently. The EEC is building 
a carbon management program that aims to provide solutions to 
these engineering challenges.

http://www.seas.columbia.edu/earth/Energy.html



Clean Fuels
http://www.epa.gov/OMSWWW/06-clean.htm

http://www.fe.doe.gov/program_fuels.html

Alternate Energy Sources

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/actions/cleanenergy/index.html



Kyoto Protocol

http://www.cnn.com/EARTH/9712/11/climate.confer.approval/index.html

http://www.state.gov/www/global/oes/fs_kyoto_climate_980115.html

Policies to reduce greenhouse gas emissions



MS. ROBERTS: The other, of course, big issue in Europe was the 
question of global warming. And again, you don't seem to have 
convinced people that abandoning the Kyoto treaty is the way to 
go. The Swedish president says, "We intend to ratify it and 
convince the rest of the world to follow our example, not that of 
the United States.''

SECRETARY POWELL: That is his point of view. We don't think 
the Kyoto Protocol was the way to go. But what the President did
say is that he understands there is a problem called global 
warming that we have to do something about, although the 
science isn't yet clear as to how bad it is and at what point does it 
really become something that must be dealt with immediately, and
we have to examine the cost. He also indicated that he's moving 
forward with technology studies, looking at new ways to address 
this problem.

http://www.state.gov/secretary/rm/2001/3549.htm
Interview between Cokie Roberts and Colin Powell, June 2001



http://www.eia.doe.gov/oiaf/kyoto/economic.htm

Assessment of Economic Impacts

http://www.eia.doe.gov/neic/press/press109.html



What can you do?

Taking action on global warming (or climate change) is similar. In 
some cases, it only takes a little change in lifestyle and behavior 
to make some big changes in greenhouse gas reductions. For 
other types of actions, the changes are more significant. When 
that action is multiplied by the 270 million people in the U.S. or 
the 6 billion people worldwide, the savings are significant.

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/actions/individual/index.html



“Individuals Can Make A Difference" identifies actions that many
households can take that reduce greenhouse gas emissions in 
addition to other benefits, including saving you money! The 
actions range from changes in the house, in the yard, in the car, 
and in the store. Everyone's contribution counts so why don't 
you do your share?

http://www.epa.gov/globalwarming/actions/individual/index.html



http://www.globalwarming.org/

The Cooler Heads Coalition formed May 6, 1997 to dispel the 
myths of global warming by exposing flawed economic, 
scientific, and risk analysis.

- concern that the American people were not being informed 
about the economic impact of proposals to drastically reduce 
greenhouse gas emissions. Nor was the American public being 
provided with balanced information about the science of global 
warming.

Informed consumers are better off making their own decisions 
in the marketplace and holding responsibility for those 
decisions.

The “Other” Side



No matter which side of the Global Warming debate you 
choose to be on, you need to understand the science  to make 
informed decisions.

Policies emerge from scientific evidence



Other websites on Greenhouse Effect and Global Warming

Oakridge National Lab, Carbon Dioxide Information Analysis 
Center: http://cdiac.esd.ornl.gov/trends/trends.htm

United Nations: Framework on Climate Change: http://unfccc.int/

Environment Australia: 
http://www.greenhouse.gov.au/ago/about/whatis.html

United Nations Environment Programme: 
http://www.unep.ch/iuc/submenu/begin/beginner.htm

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Control: 
http://www.ipcc.ch/about/about.htm

CNN Special Report:
http://www.cnn.com/SPECIALS/1997/global.warming/



Washington Post: Climate Change

http://www.washingtonpost.com/wpsrv/inatl/longterm/climate/cli
mate.htm

Policy.com do a site search on "Global Warming". - Information 
and links on both sides of the issue.

BBC News Report: 
http://news.bbc.co.uk/hi/english/special_report/1997/sci/tech/glo
bal_warming/


